Pursuant to section 82(1)(a) of the **Financial Management Act 2006**, I give notice to both houses that I have decided not to provide information to Parliament in response to Question Without Notice 456.

The information being sought was eleven (11) documents un-redacted and in full, previously released to Hon Mia Davies MLA in an edited form pursuant to her access application (number 61-06899), made under the **Freedom of Information Act 1992**.

I have decided that it is reasonable and appropriate not to provide two (2) of those documents being sought on the basis that those documents, specifically the edited portions contain factually inaccurate information. I consider that I am not obliged to provide Parliament with inaccurate information, solely because I have been asked to table a document, and in my view, it would be contrary to my obligations as a Member of Parliament to provide inaccurate information to Parliament.

Those two documents are:

- document 13a comprising an email attachment from Liz Carey to Amy McKenna and dated 13 December 2017; and
- document 17a comprising an email attachment from Amy McKenna to multiple recipients dated 12 December 2017.

The reasons set out above are provided in accordance with my obligations under section 82(2) of the **Financial Management Act 2006**. Notice is also being provided to the Auditor General in accordance with section 82(1)(b) of the **Financial Management Act 2006**.
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